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Cycle path in Lima, which was built with the support of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Fact checking

Frequently asked questions addressed to the BMZ 



Internal link  


Currently, increased levels of misinformation and misunderstandings regarding Germany's development policy are circulating on the internet and in social networks. The Ministry is therefore providing answers to the current most frequently asked questions.
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German Development Minister Svenja Schulze and Moroccan Labour Minister Younes Sekkouri at the opening of a branch of the Moroccan Centre for Migration and Development in Rabat 
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25 January 2024

Germany and Morocco strengthen cooperation to promote regular labour migration and integration from the outset 



Internal link  
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Logo: COP28 in Dubai, Vereinigte Arabische Emirate 
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30 November – 13 December 2023

The BMZ at the World Climate Conference 



Internal link  


From 30 November, the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change met in Dubai for the 28th Conference of the Parties (COP28). The BMZ represented the German Government on many negotiation issues and organised events at the conference together with partners.
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Annual Meetings 2023 | Marrakech | World Bank Group | International Monetary Fund 
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12 October 2023

World Bank reform endorsed 



Internal link  


More investments in climate action and other global development goals
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The German and Israeli flags in front of the Federal Chancellery 
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Statement 8 October 2023

Development Minister Svenja Schulze on the latest developments in Israel 



Internal link  
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Development Minister Svenja Schulze speaks at the replenishment conference for the Green Climate Fund in Bonn. 
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5 October 2023

Green Climate Fund pledging conference in Bonn: Signal of solidarity in climate action
 



Internal link  


Donor countries pledge 9.322 billion US dollars for climate change mitigation and adaptation in developing countries, further pledges for significant funding expected before the UN climate conference starts
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Middle East



German Federal Government announces 45 million Euro in new contributions to UNRWA for Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and the West Bank 



Internal link  


25 March 2024 | 
Parliamentary State Secretary Niels Annen of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) said today in Amman: “While today’s new contributions are part of our regular cross-regional support to UNRWA, Germany has made clear, that future engagement with UNRWA in Gaza will depend on the progress of the OIOS investigation and the Independent Review”.
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Campaign



WeTheWomen 



Internal link  


Gender equality is not just a question of justice – it is also a matter of common sense. If women have equal rights and bear equal responsibility, there is less hunger and poverty in the world – and more stability. That is why #WeTheWomen seeks to strengthen the rights, resources and representation of women worldwide.
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Frank Schwabe, Federal Government Commissioner for Freedom of Religion or Belief 
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Statement



Federal Commissioner Schwabe on Ukraine 



Internal link  


24 February 2024 | 
In view of continuing repression against representatives and members of religious and faith communities in the Ukrainian territories occupied by Russia, Frank Schwabe made the following statement: “[...] In the face of horrible images from the war and current discussions about support for Ukraine, we must not forget the human rights situation in the territories which Russia has occupied in violation of international law. Freedom of religion or belief is definitely one of these rights.”
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Fact check



Frequently asked questions addressed to the German Development Ministry (BMZ) 



Internal link  


12 January 2024 | Currently, increased levels of misinformation and misunderstandings regarding Germany's development policy are circulating on the internet and in social networks. The Ministry is therefore providing answers to the current most frequently asked questions.
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Logo: Desertification and Drought Day 2024 
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Desertification and Drought Day 2024



“United for Land: Our Legacy. Our Future” 



Internal link  


21 February 2024 | 
This year’s Desertification and Drought Day, observed on 17 June, will focus on the future of land stewardship. Every second, an equivalent of four football fields of healthy land becomes degraded – adding up to a total of 100 million hectares every year.
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Official opening of the “Migration Resource Centre” in Nyanya. It is part of a network in Nigeria. The advice centres are run by the Nigerian government on its own responsibility and are supported by the BMZ's “Centres for Migration and Development” lighthouse initiative. German development cooperation is already present in three locations in Nigeria: Abuja, Benin City and Lagos. 
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West Africa



For more informed migration decisions: Development Minister Schulze opens new migration advice centre in Nigeria 



Internal link  


6 February 2024 | 
One of the engagements during her visit to Nigeria will see Development Minister Svenja Schulze opening a new migration advice centre in Nyana today, together with Minister of State Nkeiruka Onyejeocha from the Nigerian Ministry of Labour. 
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Svenja Schulze, Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Putin's war against Ukraine is causing immeasurable suffering, millions of people are fleeing. We are helping to alleviate acute suffering and at the same time create prospects for the people in and from Ukraine. The war in the breadbasket of the world also has a dramatic impact on global nutrition. We will now do everything we can to prevent further famines.


Svenja Schulze
Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development








Related Content







Support portal for refugees from Ukraine 





www.germany4ukraine.de



External link 
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Banner: Information | Hilfe | Services www.germany4ukraine.de ?! 
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Development cooperation with Ukraine 





Solidarity with the people in Ukraine



Internal link 
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View of Kyiv 

Copyright© deson, via pixabay, CC0
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Water scarcity and drought are among the serious consequences of climate change. 

Copyright© Jose Antonio Alba / Water Alternatives, via flickr, CC BY-NC 2.0
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Climate change and development



Internal link  


The BMZ supports developing countries in reducing greenhouse gases and adapting to the consequences of climate change, thus contributing to advancing the implementation of international climate and development goals.
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Feminist development policy



Internal link  


The BMZ is comprehensively committed to the equal participation by all people in social, political and economic life – regardless of gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, skin colour, disability or other traits. 
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GERMANY’S G7 PROPOSAL

Global Shield against Climate Risk



Internal link  


Due to climate change, extreme weather events like heavy flooding or droughts are becoming increasingly more frequent. Poor and vulnerable people and countries need to get better protection against these climate-related risks. They are calling on the industrialised countries for support. The G7 countries have therefore agreed to set up a Global Shield against Climate Risks.
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Svenja Schulze, Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Svenja Schulze



Internal link  


Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development
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Niels Annen, Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Niels Annen 



Internal link  


Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development
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Bärbel Kofler, Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Dr Bärbel Kofler 



Internal link  


Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development
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Jochen Flasbarth, State Secretary in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development 
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Jochen Flasbarth 



Internal link  


State Secretary in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
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